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ROTATING MIRROR CAMERA DESIGN

Many cylindrical film-plane rotating mirror cameras have been

1,2,3,4
designed and built $ but little of the detail has been given. It

is the purpose of this paper to detail the principles used and clarify

points only implied h previous papers.

lem is also oarried out in detail.

A cross section of the general

● shown in Figure I. The lens L images an

The solution of a sample prob-

arrangement of suoh a Oamexa is

objeot on

reflection by the rotating mirror M. The 100us of

est focus is a oircle when the mirror plane passes
.

rotation and the image writing speed is constant.

the film F, after

the points of sharp-

through the axis of

It is impractical to

apply this condition to mirrors used at high rotational speeds because

of balancing requirements. A thick symnetrioal mirror construction is

usually used and this separates the mirror plane from the axis of rota-

tion. The locus of sharp focus is then a lima~on2, and the image writing

speed is variable.
.

The Bowen CamemA body was of wood construction, and a circu-

lar film surface was used to approximate the limapn of sharp focus over

a range of 100°. The wood construction dimension tolerance is greater

than the error in the circle approximation to the lima~n. The depth of

foous of the f/20 optioal system is slightly greater than this dimension-

al tolerance. The various defects of this camera kre thus seen to be of

about the same order of magnitude.
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The total resolution of a oomplex photographic reoording

system has been shown to be approximately equal to the sum of the various

6
resolutions contributingto the formation of the film image.

To obtain the hi~est resolution it is necessary to go to

mtal constxmction so that the dimensional toleranoe oan be made small.

All-metal models3 have been designed, using a oircular film frame over

an angular focal range of 50 to 60 degrees or less. For this range the

approximating focus can be held to ~.001 inch. when the speoifioations

oalled for a oamera with the same angular range as the wooden Rowen it

was found that the best approximating oircle (determinedby a least

square solution) would vary by t.018 inch from the lima$on. This large

deviation henoe becomes the limiting factor in an all-metal construction

where the over-all construction can be kept to ~ .005 fich. Since the

lens on the oamera wouldbe working at a low aperture (f/20), the depth

of field of *.020 inch would cover the approximation variance, but this

is pushing the optios to the very limit and is’aot desixable.

Although it is not neoessary to have a constant writing speed,

it is important that

(@) on the film. In

which may be used to

we know what that speed is for any angular position

the available literature there are several equations

compute the desired values if the constants of the

camera are known. In the following section these are listed ohronologi-

oally and their terms oompared in Table 1. Equations (1), (2), and (4)

are identioal in that they contain identical terms and give the writing

speed along the lima:on. Equation (4) differs from the other two by

-4-



being expresswi in rectangular coordinates. EqUtion (3) gives the

writing speed along a circle (film plane) approximation to the lima~on

and will give, over the 100 degree range, writing speed agreenmtwithin

0.1 per cent of the limaqon, see Figure II. The writing speed agreement

depends on how closely the circle approximates the limqon. For angular

focal ranges of 40 degrees or less,4 the agreement will be within 0.02

per cent. Equation (3) has the advantage of using all the parameters in

the camera desi~ and hence an error in any one of them may be used to

calculate the correspondingwriting speed error produced. It has the

disadvantage of being more difficult to compute than (1) and (2).

~uation (4) was originally used as a check for Equation (3). The

parametric form of the equations for x and y are very useful in deter-

mining points along the transcendental curve. These points are used to

determine the best approximating circle to the transcendental curve by

a least square solution. If the transcendental curve is to be constructed,

the use of rectangular coordinates is mre advantageous in machine shop

layout.

Writing Speed Equations and Comparison of Terms

I. S. Bowen (April 27, 1945)

s =

s =

r=

m=

e=

a
m=

2 (r2 t m2 + 2rm Cos 9)* oaz
writing speed

radius of mirror

zlever arm

angle cf inoidenoe on mirror

mirror velooi*

-5-
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Julian E. Maok (December 15, 1947)

2.
2(a2+b2+2aboos El)z ~

writing speed

radius of mirror

1- ever arm

sngle of incidence on mirror

mirror velocity

(2)

(Note similarity of Equations (1) and (2) )

Perry, Xgel and Hamsnn (February 9, 1950)

~

h
r c06e - ricos 29- b sin 269 2V 1-

~~

&e (~)
dt @- (2rsine- a sin 2e+b cos 2e) ‘ dt

‘s = writing speed
Tt

V = radius of circular film frame

r _ radius of mirror

0 - angle of incidence on mirror

a = coordinates of center of circular film frame with center
bi

of rotation of mirror as origin of coordinate system

-7-
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B. Brixner (February19, 1950)

r ‘[* ’]c0s2e
x = c08e

‘“[=’3s:2” “

L~ . r tanesece - 2r seoe sin 29+ r cos 2t3tangsece. 2m sin 24%

[ 1&. 2r seoe sin 263+ r sin 2Qtanes00e+ 2m cos 2e~
dt

+k12+k121’-’-
J ds
x

= writing

r = radius of mirror

e= angle of incidence on mirror

mirror velooity

Relation of Corresponding Terms in the Four Equations

Equation 2 Equation 3 E@ation 4

s v
d’ ds

7g x X = 1.2
m A a m

r E b r 4= r

v

a

b

e e e e

de g de ~e
z t z dt

Table 1
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As a result of the limitation imposed by the 100 degree focal

range of the approximating circle for a good focus, it was decided to

attempt a constructionof the exact transcendental film curve to obtain

the best foous throughout the leagth of the film. Reotmgular coor~~tes

were determined for the construction of the camera sides by the use of

Bri~erls parametric equations. Rectangular coordinates were used to

facilitate mchine shop work. Polar coordinates were also computed by

l?wents equation to serve as a oheok on the completed oamera side plates.

lhe construction ohecked to *.003 inch. To insure that the central ray

intersectsthe center of the rotating mirror, the lens can be rotated

about its axial focal point as shown in Figure III, without changing the

constants in any of the equations. Although this is hinted in Figure 2

I
1 the principle is not clearly stated.of the original Bowen Report ,

The previously constructed oameras have had adjustable mounts

for the mirror axis of rotation and the lens system. ‘fhispractice is

1

not desirab e because precise adjustment is difficult and the precision

of adjustment cannot be checked very easily. It is recommended that

I
there be no allowanoe

and that sufficiently

none is necessary.

for adjustment of the mounts for these components

close machining tolerances be specified so that

I
Design of an All-Metal Bowwn Camera

& outline of steps used in making calculations follows:

\(1 Using Bri=er’s par=etric equations, a number of points

on the focallcurve were determined from

I -9-

1
I

—

our starting oonstants r, m, and



A = Axis of rotation of mirror

M = Mirror

F~ = Focal point of lens

Nodal Curve

/SecondNodal
curve

Fig. 111 Rbtation Prinoiple

For a perfect lens, the nodal curve is a sphere or in the x, y plane,

a oircle about Ft. Henoe we oan oonsider a ray originating froma point

on the nodal ourve within the lens or on the extended section whioh will

pass through A and Ft. lhis condition then satisfies Bowents equations.

-1o-



cover required angular range.

(2) me extreme and center points were chosen, and the center

of the appro&mating circle and radius were determined by the perpendicu-

lar biseotor method.3 This gives the starting point for subsequent least

square solutions.

(3) AmOre aacurate center of the approximating cirole was

then found using a least square solution of seven points from the focal ,

curve and the approximate solution values from step (2).

(4) ‘lhtiallowable displacementwas fouud to be too large over

our selected angular range, so the range was decreased and the above

procedure in step (3) was again followed. lhe displacement from the

food tune was reduced, but was still large.

(5) Mre points were calculated over the angular range to

make our displacement curve (AR vs. 2@ more aocurate.

(6) It ns deoided that the lima~on fooal ourve would be

used rather than a oompromi.seof the focal tune with an approximating

oircle. Rectangular coordinates were determined for layout of the eemera

body.

(7) Polar coordinateswere calculated for ease in cheoking

construction,and a writing speed curve was oaloulated and plotted for

the selected angular range.

(8) A lens combination consisting of a 24 inch end a 34 inch

aohromat with a 1/2 inoh spacing was found to be satisfactory for use as

a relay lens in the oamera~

-11-
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The All-Metal Bowen Camera is very similar to the previouq

wooden umdel. The optioal writing arm is about 20 inches, an ootagonal

mirror with faces 1.250 inohes from the axis is used, and an angular

focal range of 100 degrees or more is required. A sohe-tio view is

shown in Figure IV. The desiq steps outlined above follow~

(1) The coordinates of points on the lina~on were calculated

by use of the following equations:

r
—+x = 0090 m*e+moos2El

l.. I

y. I~~+ m sin 2e

L J

CALCULATED VALUES WITH STARTING (33NSTANTS

b ~ 4

r m e 20 x Y

1.250 18.58 20 19.9215 6.78886

! I

Y& 25 19.2800 8.39336
15 30 18.5056 9.93705
20‘ 40 16.5823 12.7980
24 48 14.7163 14.8245
27% 55 12.8745 16.3742
30 60 11,45s1 17.3408
36 72 7.76408 19● 1401’
40 80 5.14150 19● 9047
45 90 1.76776 20.3478

. 50 100 -1.61942 20.2129
54 108 -4.27206 19.6932
60 120 -8.04000 18.2558
62* 125 -9.50270 17.4374
65 130 -10.8865 16.4989
67& 135 -12.1813 15.4477
70 140 -13.3780 14.2923

a
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x= L+(Ltm)cos20

y=(L+m)sin2e

or

r

[

r+—
‘==e 00s e 1+m cos20

[
Y=~ 1+m sin28

cos e

F’

I
/
/

Nodal

Fig. IV Schematic View of All-Metal Bowen Rotating Mirror Camera
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(2) The coordinates of K (a,b) and radius of

aircle over a 120 degrees focal range uas oaloulated by

approximating

passing a cirole

through the three points ate= 30 degrees,

The values obtained were~

a= .967799

b= .315800

R = 20.0286

(3) With the above values as an

40 degrees, and 70 degrees.

approximate solution, a least

square solution was obtained using seven points determined by the para-

metric equation, as follows:

Least Square Equations for the Fitting of a Circle to a Transcendental Ourve

(1) Sy-ygfn - [ 1 -+”E*~4Erg2-(x-xg)2by=n +=

(2) =wyg.=x +x ‘g2-(x-xg)g’=w’x+A12=w+7%=’
L(3Ex2y-yg5x2-sx2 rg2-(x-xg)~ &lyZX2+Ar

*+’X%%F

where,

Y= Coordinate of point on transcendental curve

x= Coor&nate of point on transcendental curve

Xg = Trial coordinate of center of approximating circle

3% = Trial coordinate of center of approxizmting circle

rg = !frialradius of circle

S.n= lhuiberof points used in calculation

-14-



ComputeAr, AX andAy and final values of Xo, yo, r.

where,

‘o - XW=

y. u ygay

r. 9 rganr

The following points were used in least square equations:

e x Y

100 19.9215 6.78886

20° 16.50S6 12.7980

~o 11.4661 17.3407

MO s ● 14150 19.9047

500 -1.61942 20.2129

600 -8.04000 18.2668

70° -13.3780 14.2923

The coordinates of the oenter and radius of the trial

oircle are, from step (2) abovet

Xg (a) = .967799 Equations ~ (a) =

yg (b) = .315800 Solution y. (b) =

approximating

.945602

.318209

rg (R) = 20.0286 Yields r. (R) = 2000329

(4) The distanoe from k (a,b) to points on the transcendental

ourve was cxilculatedby the normal analytic)geometry equation of the

distanoe between two points. The difference between this value and the

approximating radius R was used to plot a curve ofAR ;s. angular range

-15-
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(2e)● See Figure V. Since the displacement curve showed a

focal error over the 120 degree range, it was lowered to 100

:.030 inoh

degrees and

the above procedure repeated with seven points over the range e= 15

degrees to 65 degrees. The trial values of a, b, and R-re the same as
I

used in (3). The values obtained were~

a= .913853

b= .316263

R= 20.0403

Displacement nlues were again calculated

range plotted. The displacemmtmas Z.018

range, see dashed curve of Figure V.

1

and anotherL3R vs. angular

inch for the

(5) ~re points were used to determine the

minimum useful

displacement curve

with greater accuracy as shown in the solid curve of Figure V. Inciden-

tally, the seven points used in the least square solutions avoided the

cumbersome calculation involved in a greater number of points, while

still maintaining a high degree of accuracy.

(6) Since the approximating circle taxed the full depth of

field that was available, it was decided that a transcendentalfilm curve

would be constructed. !Ihemctangularcoordinates calculated in (1) are

used for the construction of the camera side plates. The Rotation

Principle, Figure III, is now employed to make the central ray of the

lens pass through the center of the mirror system. Since the optic axis

of the lens system is most easily used in a horizontal position, the

-16-
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I mirror axis and linapm are rotated through an appropriate angle about

the focal point F?, see Figure VS. The origin is first translated from

I Ato F1 by adding m. 18.58 to the x coordinates,as shown in the follow-

1 ing table.

e

10
l&
M
20
24
27%
30
36
40
45
50
54
60
6&
65
67&

K7&~)
A
F?

x

19.9215
19.2800
18.5056
16.5823
14.7163
12.8745
11.4551
7.76408
5.14150
1.76776

-1.61942
-4.27206
-8.04000
-9.50270

-10.8865
-12.1813
-13.3780

.913853
0

-18.58

38.5015
37.8600
37.0856
35.1623
33.2963
31.4545
30.0351
26.3441
23.7215
20.3478
16.9606
14 ● 3079
10.5400

9.07730
7.69350
6.39870
5.20200

19.4939
M .5800
0

y (y’)

6.78886
8.39336
9.93705

12.7980
14.8245
16.3742
17.3408
19.1401
19 ● 9047
20.3478
20 ● 2129
19.6932
18.2558
17.4374
16.4989
15.4477
14.2923

.316263
0
0

The mirror axis A and limagon points P--- are rotated about

Ft by an angle-, using the equations below.

x%x’ CosAe- y’ sinA.e

Y= X9 SillAO+ y’ COSAe

An arbitrary value of&3= 1 degree 55 minutes was obtained from a

graphio layout of the oamerats geometry. ‘l’henew values are shown in

the following table.

-18-
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I P (X,Y)
——~.,

I .JP&;; :\

–-+.

Nodal-
Curve ,

)-

F’ig.VI Rotation of Mirror About Focal Point to filly Illuminate Mirror
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e x Y

10 38.7071 5.49735
l& 38.1195 7.12240
15 37● 3973 8.69114
20 35.5706 11.6148
24 33.7735 13.7026
27* 31.9846 15.3130
30 30.5983 16.3265
36 26.9696 18.2483
40 24.3739 19.1002
45 21.0170 19.6558
50 17.6271 19.6343
54 14.9586 19.2037
60 11.1447 17.8931
6& 9.65544 17.1241
65 8.24102 16.2324
67& 6.91178 15.2251
70 5.67711 14.1103

K(~;~) 19.4936 -.335907
A 18.5696 -.621427
Ft o 0

.

(?) k~nss eqMtionsL were used to oalcula,teU and the

writing speed S, as tabulated below and plotted in Figure VII.

de
— = 1000 rpsdt

U9(4#+n#+4rmc0sO)~ r= 1.250

m= 18.58
s = 2(#+m2+2rmcosO)+ ~

e“ 10 to 65 degrees

-20- 1



I

e U (inches) s I e U (inches s~
pseo

10 21.0465 6.3238 38
12

20.6076
21.0318 6.3213 40 20.5580 6.2414

14 21.014 6.3184 42 20.5062
16 20.9945 6.3150

I
44 20.4522

18 20.9719 6.3112 46 20.3961 6.2143
20 20.9467 6.3069 48 20 ● 3379
22 20.9189 50 20.2776
24 20.8886 6.2971 52 20.2154 6.1841
26 20.8558 54 20.1512
28 20.8205 56 20.0852 6.1625
xl 20.7827 6.2792 58 20.0174
32 20.7425 60 19.9478
34 20.6999 6.2653 62 19.8766 6.1260
36 20.6549 64 19. eo38

65 19.7668

(8) Optical SysteIUof the Camera.

Figure VIII shows a schematic view of the optical Systen.

lhe objective A forms an image of an object on a slit S. This image is

relayed to the film by the lens B operating at 1:1 magnification. A

mirror, not shown, is used to reflect the image to the filn plane. The

field lens C forms an image of lens A at lens B and the full cone of

light from all points along the slit is then admitted through lens B.

lhis field lens avoids vignetting of the off-axis parts of the image

without resorting to a large aperture first objective.

‘l’herotating octagonal mirror is placed about 20 inches from

the film plane and has faces 1 x 1 inch. ho adjacent mirror faces must

be illuminated simultaneouslyby lens B. !lheeffective area of the two

-21-
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faces is 1 x 1.5 inohes, the diagonal is therefore 1.8 inch. The f

number of the system is therefore 20 inches per 1.8 inches or f/n. To

avoid masking part of the light reflected by the mirror, the lens should

clear the mirror by at least 6 inohes. lhe effective focal length must

therefore be 26 inches or greater. A suitable relay lens was made by

mounting two telescope objectives of 24.5 inches and 34.5 inches focus

with 1/2 inch spacing between them. ‘his gave an effective fooal length

of 29 inches at 1:1 magnification The lenses were 3 inches in diameter

and hence operated at about f/10.

A 10 inoh f/4.5 Kodak Projection Anastigrmt was seleoted,

because of its flat field and good definition, for use as the first

objective A. It operates at a magnification of 1:15 and hence its back

focus is 10.7 inches. It is used at f/8.

The field lens Cwas placed 3/8 inch behind the slit, to allow

for construction of a shutter near the slit plane. With fooal distances

of 29 5/8 inches and 11 inches,the field lens should be 8 inches focal

length. A lens of 8 1/2 fiches focal length was used as it was available

and was a satisfactory approxirmtion.

Conclusion

The im%eryof the above camera is very good and is found to be

about the same at all points on the film. The effective resolution of

the film i!mge My be computed by the method of Katz5, as follows:

(1) Film Resolution O.Ollmm (EK Super XX Panchromatic)

(2) Optioal Resolution 0.040MM (25 lines per mm.)

(3) Image Movement on Film 0.150mm (0.075um slit nrming 0.075mm)

‘Ibtal 0.201nxnor 5 lines per nm.

-24-



This resolution was confirmed by a dynamic test. With an image veloci~

of 4.5mm per microsecond it is seen that the resolution is 0.05 micro-

second. It appears that redesign of the camera could improve this

resolution to a practical limit as follows:

(1) Film Resolution 0.009MM (E. K. S.B. Panchromatic)

(2) Optical Resolution O.OIOuxn(f/10 operation, 100 lines/mm)

(3) Image Movement 0.025mu (0.012Dm slit

Total 0.044mm or 23 lines/mm

The image velocity can be raised to 14mm per microsecond to give a

resolution of 0.003 microsecond. If eventswith a rise time of 10-9

second are to be studied, the image movement is reduced to 0.014nrn,to

give a resolution of 0.002 microsecond.

1) I. S. Bowen: “The CIT Rotating Mirror Camera (Mod 2)”, CIT K 3.1,
27 April 1945

2) J. E. Mack: “Optical Methods and Instruments”,LA 1032 ‘fGeneral
Equipment and Techniquesn,Vol. I, Part III, Section C, Chapter 22,
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